
 

 



 
Are you filled with DREAD when it comes to finding a new pair of jeans that fit and flatter you and 
make you look and feel fabulous? 
 
We FEEL your pain! Endless pairs of jeans ploughed through in changing rooms and leaving feeling 
hot & flustered having not found any you’re 100% happy with. Or that sinking feeling when after 
hours of surfing online, the jeans that looked so good on the website arrive but fail the fit test and 
you have the hassle of having to go through the whole returns nightmare.  
 
 

 
 
We have spent years miserably going through the ‘Jeans Shopping Challenge’ and lamented the 
amount of time, money and frustration spent. In the end, we decided to design the perfect pair to fit 
and flatter (for all body shapes) for all you ladies out there who have this challenge. They are 
Jeaks™..the jeans that stylists call ‘Miracle Jeans’.  
 
Anyway, we learnt a lot about what makes a great pair of jeans and how to find your perfect fit and 
have created the following TIPS to help you find YOUR perfect pair. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
1) SIZING 
 
Before you start looking, get a tape measure and measure round the smallest part of your waist, the 
widest part of your hips (in inches), the widest part of your thighs & inseam (which is from your 
crutch to your ankle). Make a note of these. If buying online, look at the brand fit/size guide to make 
sure you pick the right size.  Many sites have live chat features for help with sizing so if you’re 
unsure, check sizing with them first.  
 

 
If you’re buying in-store, having your measurements will help select the right size off the shelf but 
do ask an assistant if you need help. Don’t be upset if you find a pair that fits you well is a bigger size 
than you have bought from another brand..sizing varies SO much from brand to brand. 
 
“A regular fit frustration is the range of fit across brands,” says Ruth Basloe, Styling Director at 
Nordstrom, “it’s possible to wear a size 28 in one brand, but switch to a 30 in another.” 
 
 
 



 
2) MATERIAL 

 
Check the composition label inside...the denim should have a small amount of stretch fabric (i.e. 
elastane) in the mix. If there’s too much stretch in the fabric, your jeans will be prone to clinging to 
your curves rather than pulling you in all the right places and quickly lose their shape. 100% cotton 
won’t be as comfortable or flattering on the body as denim with stretch.  
 
“Look for stretch in denim that conforms to your body’s curves,” says Alex Gray, Gap VP, Denim 
Design. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
3)  WAISTBAND 
 
By choosing a high waisted pair, (anything over a 9” rise), there’s less chance of being exposed! Find 
ones with a fitted waistband and they will nip you in at the waist and leave no gap at the back. To 
check the fit is right,  Stick two fingers down the back of your jeans. Anything more, they are too big, 
if you can’t, they’re too small!. If a low waisted version is more up your street, make sure you don’t 
get a muffin top and do the bend test to check they don’t reveal your underwear! 
 
“To avoid the dreaded waist gap, I recommend going with a high-rise style,” says Paige 
Adams-Geller, Co-Founder and Creative Director of PAIGE. 
 
 
 



 
4) LEG LENGTHS 
 
Some of the bigger high street brands offer different leg lengths whereas a lot of premium brands 
only offer one or sometimes two lengths. It’s more important to be happy with the fit on the bum, 
legs and waist though as it’s much easier to alter a hem. You can turn the extra length under in the 
changing room to see the full effect, then get them hemmed locally if they are too long.  
 
On flared jeans, they look best when they cover half of your trainer or flat shoe and with heels, just 
the toe of the shoes/boots give the most flattering look.  
 

 
 
On wide-leg jeans, skimming the floor is where you want them to add length to your silhouette. 
When having your jeans hemmed for flares, take the shoes you want to wear with them to the fitting. 
You should decide on the shoes and stick with those shoes for your flares. 
 



 
With a skinny, or a bootcut, if you’re wearing it with trainers or flats, it’s best to wear them to the 
bottom of the ankle. If there is a bit of ease at the hem, it’s more flattering for those with shapely 
calves. We think with a heel (and especially a boot), it is uber cool to have a flash of ankle. 
 
NB (Graysey offers a £10 rebate to their customers who get their Jeaks™ hemmed see T&C’s). 
 
 
 
5) POCKETS 
 
A crucial element in getting a flattering fit on the butt is the size and placement of the pockets. 
Beware of pockets that are too small, or ones that are too close together...they will make your butt 
look bigger! If the pocket shape ends in a point at the end of your cheeks, that is more flattering 
than more square shaped ones and double stitching round the pocket edges slims the cheeks.  
 

 
 
 
“I have always thought the most flattering placement for back pockets is for the bottom of the 
pocket to hit right where your cheek and thigh meet,” says Adams-Geller 



 
 
6) COST PER WEAR  
 
To splurge or not to splurge is always a question when it comes to buying new jeans. With plenty of 
options to be found for around £80 or less, shelling out more can come down to personal 
preference, lifestyle and budget. With the amount that we all wear jeans these days, consider them 
an investment piece. Paying more for them is worth it for a better quality, longer lasting and better 
fitting product. Slow fashion is the way to go! Many brands offer monthly payment options to spread 
out the cost.  
If you’re hesitating over your purchase feeling hindered by the price tag,, the old cost-per-wear rule 
is a great enabler. Premium jeans should last at least five years. With a £150 price tag, a pair that’s 
worn at least twice weekly for five years’ rings in at a mere £0.26p per wear so a purchase that’s 
worth it! 
NB Graysey offer Klarna payments 
 
7) QUALITY TEST 
 
To ensure your denim will hold up, try this test: “Try the jeans on, sit down in them, move around. 
When you take them off, check to see that the material has returned back to its original shape. 
Cheap spandex or elastane often bags out, meaning the stretch in the fabric doesn't reshape itself 
after each wear. This will cause the jeans to look stretched out in areas with greater push and pull 
like your butt, knees. 

 



 
 
8) WASHES & PRINTS & DETAILS 
 
Dark washes are more slimming and help to hide imperfections. They are easier to dress for evening 
if you’re going for that black and white look.  
Medium washes are flattering and are versatile in that they can be styled for day or dressed up for 
date night!  
Light washes give the illusion of bigger legs and bum so are great if you’re skinny and want to look 
less so. 
Colours and small prints can be a fun addition or add a cool vibe to your denim depending on the 
print and how you accessories them. Large prints and horizontal stripes will make you look larger. 
 ‘Whiskering’ adds interest and depth on jeans around the crotch area and is a flattering feature.  
 
9) ETHICS & SUSTAINABILITY 
 
Beyond the impact to your credit card, you might also be interested in how and where your jeans 
are made and the impact of your purchase on Mother Earth. Fast fashion is harmful to both the 
planet and the people who make them. Jeans haven’t had the best environmentally-friendly track 
record in the past, but that’s changing with a growing number of brands leading the industry with 
sustainable efforts that include using G.O.T.S washes, non-harmful finishing techniques and organic 
denim.  
Other methods include innovative water and energy-saving technologies, minimizing the impact on 
waterways and 100% recycled thread. Look for brands that make ethically, have green packaging and 
minimise their carbon footprint too. 
 

 
 

We created Jeaks™ for the perfect fitting jeans. 95% of our customers find their fit on 
their  1st orders. So you can kiss goodbye to the stress, indignity of changing room hell. 

www.graysey.com 


